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Founded in Lyon in 2000, ALYCE is the French leader in mobility data collection and delivers more than 1,000 counting

assignments and surveys of all types per year. This data makes it possible to monitor changes in mobility practices and is used for

studies, mainly in the fields of traffic, transport and infrastructure development.

ALYCE

100% made in France Customer 

excellence

Independence

//

ALYCE internationally
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ALYCE’s values



KEY FIGURES //

1,000 
Kms

of linear parking space 

surveyed (Equal to 200,000 

spaces)

25,000
Weeks

of automatic counting

1,000
Junctions

counted

10,000
Hours
of surveys 

Origin - Destination

1,000,000
Travellers

counted 

(bus, tramway, metro 

etc.)
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ALYCE in a year is:



For more than 20 years, ALYCE has made sustainable mobility

it’s core commitment. Our projects are carried out with the aim of

optimising accessibility to the regions and enabling freedom of

movement, while considering the interests of current and future

generations. Our service contributes directly to the smart city

value chain. We provide public authorities and their engineering

departments with the raw material essential to mobility analyses

for the development of transport infrastructures.

EDITORIAL

"

"
Ismaël HACHEM

ALYCE CEO

//
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The ecological and structural challenges of our

time call for a reinvention of the way we travel.

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions,

improving traffic flow, encouraging the use of

more environmentally friendly modes of

transport - these are all issues that require a

clear understanding of mobility in the region. In

addition, the multiplication of transport modes

and the increase in travel service offers

respond to a proven development of usage

patterns towards more responsible and flexible

mobility.

To best meet these challenges and the

expectations of its clients, ALYCE constantly

seeks innovative technologies and solutions

through:

The use of the latest technologies for 

data collection, processing and analysis.

The creation of in-house software and 

systems to facilitate the performance and 

delivery of surveys.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT //
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OUR SOLUTIONS

Counts and surveys provide a 

snapshot of traffic at a given time by 

recording traffic volumes, vehicle 

origin/destination, parking patterns 

and journey times.

Counts and surveys are used to 

measure and qualify passenger flows 

on public transport.

SERVICES Counts and flow surveys

//

ROADS PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACTIVE MODES

Our mobility surveys can also be 

applied to active travel: 

pedestrians, bicycles, electric 

scooters, etc.

SPECIFIC SURVEYS

To adapt to any request, we carry 

out standardised or customised 

household surveys: face-to-face, by 

telephone or online for qualitative 

studies on user behaviour.

These services provide access to more qualitative and quantitative data on transport methods and help decision-

making in the context of regional planning projects: infrastructure, urban development, etc.
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Alyce also develops disruptive solutions using Deep Learning technologies for video analysis, algorithms, Big Data for mobility and the

Internet of Things to meet the needs of local authorities, Smart Cities and design offices.

OUR SOLUTIONS

What is the concept? A new connected box designed to meet

the need to centralise data. OBSERVER has various sensors

that collect data from multiple sources, which are then

merged and available in an analysis dashboard. The tool relies

on Deep Learning and Big Data technologies. The device can

be temporary or permanent, deployment is fast and the data is

instantly usable.

Understanding mobility in a region starts with the collection of

accurate data in the field. The analysis of this data is then

facilitated by a data visualisation platform: MyGIS by ALYCE. It

is designed to integrate all survey data and offer advanced

mobility analyses.

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

Among other things, the application provides:

- Secure storage and access to your mobility data 

- Visualisation of survey and count data 

- Mapping and analysis in a few clicks 

//

The OBSERVER project was awarded a prize in 2018 as part of the

Programme d’Investissement d’Avenir (PIA, future investment

programme) operated by ADEME (Agence de l’environnement et de la

maîtrise de l’énergie, the French Environment and Energy

Management Agency)

Data visualisation interfaceMobility observatory
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OUR SOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

SMART CAMERASH2S

//

ALYCE has developed a mobile application that reconstructs

the journeys of its users: origin - destination, modes of travel

and motives.

This innovative collection method can complement or even

replace traditional survey methods.

The company designs, manufactures (3D printing) and

assembles its own wide angle field cameras.

ALYCE therefore has total control over the development of the

hardware depending on the project, to implement the

customer's specifications as closely as possible. The Smart

Camera is lightweight, robust, and autonomous. Local data

recording is encrypted.
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Mobile survey application Eco-friendly smart cameras



OUR PROJECTS 
Public transport

//

RATP needed to know the precise volume of

passengers on line A of the RER (the busiest line

in Europe) in entry/exit traffic to better

understand the travel habits of its users.

Solution provided

ALYCE proposed to set up an innovative

automatic counting device specially

developed in-house. This relies on the

deployment of a large fleet of cameras in

the field and on deep learning technology

to analyse the video stream. This solution

was the most suitable taking into account

the volume of travellers on line A of the

RER: 1.4 million passengers were counted

in one day.

Road traffic

As part of the development studies for the Lyon

Saint-Etienne corridor, the AURA Regional

Directorate for Environment, Development and

Housing launched a survey campaign to identify

road traffic on the main routes linking these two

cities.

Solution provided

To provide fast and accurate results on

this type of high-traffic infrastructure,

ALYCE deployed smart cameras that

automatically detect, count and classify

vehicles thanks to Deep Learning

technology, and surveyors to record

number plates and reconstruct users’
journeys.

“Lyon - Saint-Etienne” traffic survey Passenger traffic on RER A

Active travel

Bicycle counts

The Communauté d’Agglomération de Saint-

Germain Boucle de Seine wanted to measure

annual changes in traffic on bike

paths in the region and, in particular, the

“Corona cycleways” that were put in place

following the first lockdown in March 2020.

Solution provided

ALYCE chose to use its smart cameras to

analyse cyclist traffic on these bike paths.

Thanks to automated video processing

using Deep Learning, data acquisition was

carried out at several sites simultaneously.
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ALYCE IN THE NEWS //
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https://tribunedelyon.fr/salade-lyonnaise/article/alyce-imagine-un-mini-bison-fute-grace-au-deep-learning/
https://www.mobilitesmagazine.com/post/2019/11/22/alyce-here-lancent-observer
https://partenaires.lepoint.fr/mobilite-urbaine/on-vous-explique-ce-quest-la-mesure-de-mobilite-2-0


ALYCE IN THE NEWS //
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https://www.lesechos.fr/partenaires/macif/des-capteurs-pour-fluidifier-le-trafic-1003679
https://media-exp1.licdn.com/dms/document/C4E1FAQEgRtJB78XRbA/feedshare-document-pdf-analyzed/0/1593142147859?e=1615374000&v=beta&t=zwj6cPtd15SUNu8semdBmb3o5cULv6X_GTxOEeoMMHU
https://www.ouest-france.fr/pays-de-la-loire/angers-49000/mobilite-trois-infos-a-savoir-sur-l-enquete-d-angers-loire-metropole-sur-vos-deplacements-7114199


CONTACT//
196 rue Houdan,

92330 Sceaux

Sébastien Gomes
Business Development Manager

Tel. +33 01 84 01 18 93

Email: sebastien.gomes@alyce.fr

Follow ALYCE

www.alyce.fr
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Rubben Guiovanna

Communication officer

Tel. +33 01 84 01 18 93

Email: rubben.guiovanna@alyce.fr 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCCCENBwdgEnWhqIVopkeFA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/alycemobility/
http://www.alyce.fr/

